
 

Press Release: HaloHeat Sauna Studios Celebrates 

Successful Grand Opening in Aurora 
 
Aurora, IL – May 16, 2024 – HaloHeat Sauna Studios is thrilled to announce the grand opening of its first 
location at 4044 Fox Valley Center Drive. The event, which was held on May 1st, was a remarkable 
success, attracting a vibrant crowd of community members, local leaders, and wellness enthusiasts. 
  

Hosted by New Path Construction & Consulting, the general contractor behind the stunning facility, the 
ribbon-cutting ceremony featured prominent figures from the Aurora Chamber of Commerce and a 
multitude of community members. The opening marked the beginning of an exciting journey for HaloHeat 
Sauna Studios as it aims to become a beacon of wellness within the Aurora community. 

  
Guests were welcomed into the state-of-the-art studio and treated to complimentary salt and sauna 
treatments, experiencing firsthand the unique offerings that HaloHeat brings to the wellness industry. 
Attendees also enjoyed the relaxing atmosphere of the cooling lounge, complete with luxurious massage 
chairs and tea service. 
  

Donna, Founder and President of WellZen Corp., the parent company of HaloHeat Sauna Studios, 
expressed her gratitude and excitement for the community’s warm reception. "We are overjoyed with the 
turnout and the enthusiasm shown by everyone who attended our grand opening. Our mission at 
HaloHeat is to provide a sanctuary for physical and mental well-being, and we are thrilled to see our 
vision come to life in such a supportive community." 
  

HaloHeat Sauna Studios blends the ancient healing benefits of salt therapy with the rejuvenating power of 
saunas, offering an unparalleled wellness experience. The studio is designed to enhance health, promote 
relaxation, and foster a community of wellness enthusiasts. The grand opening event was a testament to 
the dedication and hard work of everyone involved, particularly New Path Construction & Consulting, 
whose expertise and support were instrumental in bringing HaloHeat Sauna Studios’ vision to fruition. 

  
As HaloHeat Sauna Studios embarks on this new chapter, it looks forward to becoming a cornerstone of 
wellness in Aurora, providing residents with a unique and transformative health experience. For more 
information about HaloHeat Sauna Studios and its offerings, please visit HaloHeat Sauna Studios. 

  
Contact: HaloHeat Sauna Studios 
Phone: 331.431.5596 
Email: contact@haloheatsaunastudios.com 
Website: www.haloheatsaunastudios.com 

  
HaloHeat Sauna Studios is dedicated to revolutionizing wellness experiences by merging the ancient 
healing benefits of salt therapy with the rejuvenating power of saunas, creating a sanctuary for physical 
and mental well-being. 

 

https://www.newpathconstruction.com/
https://www.aurorachamber.com/
https://www.haloheatsaunastudios.com/
https://www.haloheatsauna.com/

